
Indirect Tax Logic (ITL 3.0): VAT Number Validation

Function: Tax and Master Data Management 
Processes: Tax, Master Data Management, 
Reporting
Industry: All industries

For more information, contact ITL@Deloitte.nl

Reduced operational costs by simplifying the process

Greater compliance through availability of the full audit trail 
including log files within S/4HANA or ECC

Real-time alerts provide automated system notifications in 
master data process

Reduced VAT risks with respect to incorrect VAT number usage

Full insight on when the VAT registration numbers have been 
checked and what the results are

Easy-to-use user interface for VAT managers, allowing them to 
validate VAT numbers with the VIES/BZSt databases for 
customers, vendors and billing/accounting documents

Potential  
benefits

Every company trading within the European Union is required to ensure that the VAT numbers of its customers are correct for supplies 
within the EU. Failure to provide sufficient and up-to-date proof could result in negative impact on the VAT position. A challenge 
companies face is the inefficiency of doing these checks outside of SAP, resulting in reduced accuracy, less up-to-date proof, and higher 
operational cost. With tax authorities increasing scrutiny in 2020 on correct VAT numbers, it is time to improve the operational efficiency.

Solution 
overview

The solution will perform the VAT number validation behind the scenes within SAP - through a real-time check within the master data 
creation process and periodical checks performed on demand for your customers, vendors or even document types. In all cases an easy 
update/correction process is enabled within SAP. The audit trail, including log files and the results of the check are safely stored within 
SAP - a push of a button away. Besides VIES, the latest version of the solution also integrates seamlessly with the German BZSt portal.

Business  
drivers

• S/4HANA
• ECCCore SAP

Full VAT number validation 
process embedded in SAP

Features

Integration with SAP
S/4HANA

Process innovation
and flexibility

Easy to install solution 
integrated with SAP 
S/4HANA & ECC

Tightly integrated with 
SAP best practices

Full Audit Trail in SAP

Time saving of approximately 
85% compared to manual 
checks

Possibility to automate 
checks (periodically) in the 
background

Seamlessly integrates 
with EC VIES and 
German BZSt portal
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